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Introduction

hen Harrison arrived in the emergency command center, he found his uncle
staring gravely at the holographic image of Movac, the leader of the Ciatron.
Once Navarre noted Harrison’s abrupt entrance, his expression darkened,
mirroring Harrison’s.
“Movac, we will continue this discussion in a moment. I must speak with my
commander at this time.”
“It would be wise for you not to delay our conversation,” Harrison heard Movac
demand.
Navarre ignored Movac and ended the holographic communication with him
without another word.
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Harrison stepped toward the emperor. “The leaders of Earth will not comply with
your requests since you have made them aware of the imminent threat they are
under.”
Navarre exhaled in frustration. “What is their reasoning?”
“They simply do not want to frighten those on Earth with the fact aliens do exist,”
Harrison answered flatly.
Navarre rubbed his forehead. “So they are willing to put the lives of billions at risk
while their planet is laid to absolute waste?” His brow rose up with disgust. “Where is
the sense in their decision not to heed my warning?”
Harrison crossed his arms. “There is none. They truly do not believe there is any
threat toward them, only toward our dimensions.”
Navarre’s eyes closed as his fists tightened. “They have proven they care not about
the welfare of their men, women, and children. I shall not stand idly by while the lives
of so many innocents are at risk and in need of an advocate. Commander, we must
take over all forms of their communication. I will address those of Earth myself,” he
turned to walk toward their communication area, “and I will do it at once.”
Harrison nodded. “As you wish, Emperor Navarre. It is the only chance we have to
save them.”
“Vincent, prepare the communication screen to commandeer every electronic form
of communication on Earth. We must have control immediately,” Navarre demanded.
Moments later, Vincent had successfully connected the command center to every
television, radio, and telephone on Earth. “Emperor, you will be transmitting across
the globe, and your words will be translated into the native languages of the many
countries who will receive your message. The connection is complete.”
Navarre stood in front of the screen nobly when given word everyone on Earth
who was in range of a telephone, radio, or television was now seeing or hearing only
him.
***Seven Months Earlier***
Baffled a woman whom he had never met had just kissed him, Levi looked away
from her saddened and worn eyes, as the effect they were having on him made him
extremely uncomfortable.
Is this a sick joke, Harrison? he thought to himself in confusion.
Why was he in the medical center without a shirt on, and who were the other
strange women in the room? Questions were flooding his mind, and his disorientation
was causing him to become increasingly agitated.
“Father,” he said with irritation, “given my current situation, I would have greatly
appreciated being properly attired before any ladies were given permission to enter
this room.”
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He watched as tears filled the young woman’s bluish-green eyes when she stood up
and turned to Harrison.
Who is this person, and why is she crying? he thought, more than a little disturbed by the
transaction.
He noted Harrison’s shocked, yet devastated expression while he took the woman’s
arm into his and guided her and the other two women out of the room. Levi relaxed
some when his mother trailed behind his cousin, leaving him alone with his father.
Levi sat up and rubbed his eyes. “Father, tell me what has happened. Why am I in
this room? Whose idea was it to play such a—”
“Son.” Navarre’s deep voice halted him from saying anything more. Navarre sat in
the chair where the young woman had been sitting at the side of his bed. “Levi, you
suffered a very traumatic injury. It is obvious you are continuing to heal from it, as
your memory seems to be affected at the moment.”
“Injury?” He looked around the room. “Father, Harrison and I were just in the
training center going over our drills in order to become accepted for our
Guardianship on Earth. I hardly think—”
Navarre’s eyes widened. “This is the last thing you recall, my son?”
“Why do you seem so shocked to hear as much?”
Harrison returned to the room, bringing Levi’s attention to him. “How did I
become injured in our training, Harrison? The last thing I recall, you were the one
struggling to counter my attacks. I believe it is you who should be waking up in this
bed.” He laughed.
Harrison and Navarre’s expressions were unreadable.
“Levi,” Navarre answered, “you are speaking about events that took place nearly
nine years ago.”
“What?” Levi said in disbelief. “Impossible. I have been unconscious for nine
years?”
He looked back at Harrison, and although the visual changes in his cousin were
minimal, there was an unmistakable change in his appearance. Harrison’s hair was
longer, and his facial features were much more chiseled than he remembered. When
he looked at his father, he saw gray strands had appeared throughout his once solid
black head of hair.
“Levi, you have been unconscious for four days. Galleta warned you might
encounter memory loss; however, there was no way to be certain until you woke. It
appears your memory was affected when you were mentally attacked,” Navarre said.
“Mentally attacked?” Levi ran his hands through his hair, noticing it was also longer
now than it ever had been. He looked at Navarre. “I do not understand. I have lost
nine years of my life? How is this possible? Tell me what has caused such a thing, and
how I could have been mentally attacked?”
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“You led a great crusade to recover me from a faraway place where I was held
captive.” Navarre cleared his throat. “Levi, of the things I am about to make you
aware of, I need you to keep an open mind.”
“Go on,” Levi firmly intoned.
Navarre glanced at Harrison and back to Levi. “The woman who sat at your
bedside when you awoke is Reece; she is your wife. The two of you, along with
Harrison and the Guardians, saved my life and rescued me from an unimaginable
place. I would not be with you now had it not been for all of your bravery.
Unfortunately, during my rescue you were attacked by a powerful psychic force that
almost took your life.”
“What creature could possess such a talent? Our minds are protected from any
intrusion.”
“They are known as the Olteniaus. With the help of your wife, Reece, the
Guardians defeated them before any further harm came to you.”
A female Guardian? Levi thought, dumbfounded by the fact a woman was amongst
the Guardians on a rescue mission. “This woman,” he looked at Harrison, confused,
“Reece, is it? Why would we allow her to travel amongst our warriors? Is she a
Guardian as well?”
“You might say that,” Harrison answered with a slight grin. “That woman saved
your life and the lives of the Guardians who went on this rescue mission to recover
your father. She is not only your wife, but we were also the fortunate ones assigned to
guard her on Earth, which is where you first saw her. She is The Key.”
Levi’s eyes darted to his father and back to Harrison. “We were assigned to guard
‘The Key?’” he said with profound disbelief.
Harrison laughed. “We proved to be Pemdas’ finest, of course. I am surprised you
would question that.”
Levi’s lips tightened as he looked away from Harrison. “I am sorry, but this
information has me quite overwhelmed at the moment.” He brought a clammy palm
over his chest and closed his eyes. “How can I be missing nine years of my life? How
could I ever be drawn to marry a woman from Earth, especially one of such great
importance?”
When his eyes reopened, he found Navarre and Harrison watching him somberly.
Harrison recovered his expression and grinned mischievously at Levi. “Simple. You
fell in love with her. Why else would you marry her?”
“I am happy to amuse you at such a time, Harrison,” Levi retorted with a sigh. “It
would seem that nine years has not stripped you of the uncanny ability to interject
humor into inappropriate situations.”
“At least you have that to look forward to.” Harrison shrugged his shoulders and
smiled sympathetically at his cousin. “However, I will say even though I am utterly
relieved to find you awake, this condition must be remedied. We must try to do what
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we can to help regain your memories,” Harrison glanced back at the door, “and
soon,” he finished.
“Because of the woman?” Levi answered.
Navarre stood. “Allow me to ensure that your mother has sent for the doctors and
Galleta to assess your condition,” he said as he turned to leave. Before walking out of
the room, he looked back at Levi. “As Harrison has said, it is truly wonderful to see
you awake again.”
After the doctors assessed Levi’s condition, they determined that, aside from his
memory loss, he was in near-perfect physical condition, and he was healthy enough to
return to his rooms. Galleta reported she was hopeful, yet uncertain, if Levi’s
memories would return, and given his trauma, she believed he was fortunate to
possess any memories at all.
Once the doctors, Navarre, and Galleta left the room, Levi pulled on a white
muslin shirt Harrison retrieved for him, as he desperately wanted to leave the room.
After pulling on his waistcoat, Harrison advised it would be best to use the servants’
passageways, given the palace was still filled with many of the kings from the
kingdoms throughout Pemdas and their families.
When Levi turned toward his rooms, Harrison laughed and gripped his arm.
“This way, my friend,” he said. “You and Reece took up residence in the eastern
living quarters of the palace after you married and you assumed your duty as emperor
in your father’s place.”
Levi sighed. “Why would I assume the duties as emperor if my father was being
held captive? I feel as though there is so much I need to understand, and I do not
know where to begin.”
“We will take all the time necessary to debrief you on the last nine years, and in
doing so, perhaps it will spark memories; however, to answer your question as simply
as possible for now, I will tell you all of Pemdas believed your father to be dead until a
being named Mordegrin informed us otherwise.”
Oddly, Levi’s stomach twisted into a tight knot and a bizarre sense of rage washed
over him the moment Harrison mentioned Mordegrin’s name. He couldn’t
understand the wave of emotion, but as quickly as it appeared, it was gone.
“Like I said, there is much to tell you, and it will take time.” Harrison chuckled. “I
only hope your memory will return sooner than later, as I personally believe you will
have a hard time accepting most of our recent events.”
They walked toward the doors of the eastern living quarters. “Try to rest. If you do
not wish to seek the company of the others in the palace, send for me. I will return
when you are ready to discuss things further.”
They stopped in front of the two large doors to the living quarters he was to share
with the woman who he struggled to accept was his wife. He exhaled. “Harrison, I
cannot live in the same room with a woman I do not know.”
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“Sure you can! She’s attractive, she has a spicy personality, and best of all,” he
smirked, “you are married. Enjoy it!”
“Now is not the time for your humor,” Levi said as he turned to leave. “I will stay
in my personal bedchambers for now. I must.”
Harrison followed, “I will have the servants send for your things. I know this must
be extremely bizarre and difficult, but believe me when I say you shocked almost
everyone when you proclaimed your love for her. We were sure until Reece was
forced to live in Pemdas—”
“Forced to…”
“Another long story,” Harrison said as he took Levi’s arm and encouraged him to
continue their walk.
“Very well then,” Levi answered, “there were two other young women in the room
when I awoke; who were they?”
“Your mistresses, obviously.”
Harrison laughed when Levi almost ran into the wall, eyes wide with shock.
“Oh, get over yourself,” Harrison teased. “The lovely, young blonde woman is your
sister, Lizzy. She has grown up to be a fine young woman, has she not?”
“Elizabeth? My last memory of her is when she was eight years old. She would be
seventeen now, would she not? Remarkable.” Levi spoke softly and introspectively.
“And the other young lady?”
“Is Angeline Hamilton, and she is to be my wife,” Harrison stated with a radiant
smile.
“Your wife?” Levi shook his head. “Be serious for once, Harrison. I am truly
having a difficult time, if you had not yet noticed.”
Harrison exhaled. “I am being serious. Angie and I decided we would wait until you
woke before having our commitment ceremony, as I wanted you to be in attendance.”
“I do not know what to say. I suppose miracles do happen. Congratulations are in
order, I am sure. You are marrying Isabelle’s younger sister, then?”
Levi was afraid to ask about Isabelle. For all intents and purposes, she was the
woman he was expected to marry. He wondered what had happened between them.
Why, nine years later, would he be led to marry a woman from Earth, and not Isabelle
Hamilton? Before Harrison could say anything else, they arrived at Levi’s room.
“I will send for you when I feel I am ready to learn more.”
A young man met him in the room. “Master Levi, it is wonderful to see you are
recovering well. I have been informed you are struggling with memory loss, so please
allow me to introduce myself. My name is Henry, and I became your butler close to
seven years ago.”
Levi nodded. “It is a pleasure to meet you, Henry.”
After the short introduction, Levi walked into his large dressing room. He stood in
amazement at the man staring back at him in the large, ornate mirror. He had aged the
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same as Harrison. Subtle differences in the shape of his features and the length of his
hair were all that had notably changed, yet the changes were strange, nonetheless.
After a long, hot shower, Levi felt much more like himself. He requested Henry to
cut his hair to the length he was familiar with. It was relieving to see he looked more
like himself again, even though he had aged nine years.
Even so, he was not ready to see anyone or hear anything more for the time being.
He furtively made his way out to the stables, knowing a nice, long ride on his stallion
would help him unwind. He called for him before he noticed the young woman
whom he learned was his wife was dismounting a Guardian horse.
This sight is most unbelievable, he thought as she turned.
Instantly, her vibrant colored eyes entrapped him the moment they stared into his.
Before he could acknowledge her, Javian walked a fierce looking stallion over to
him. “Javian, where is Bucephalus?”
“Master Levi,” Javian said as the imposing horse behind him grunted forcefully in
frustration. “You retired Bucephalus close to five years ago.”
Levi rubbed his forehead as this new stallion’s golden eyes watched him with an
intensity Levi could not explain. “Why would I have retired one of the best Guardian
horses I have ever known?”
“You saw the fierceness within Areion,” the young woman pleasantly responded,
bringing Levi’s attention back to her. “You believed Areion was more of an aggressive
war horse, and you felt it was time to give your good friend Bucephalus a rest.”
Levi turned to Javian. “Thank you, Javian. That is all.” He gripped the halter of the
horse he never met before. “You know of Bucephalus?” he asked her while studying
Areion.
“You told me all about him. I found it interesting you named your horse after
Alexander the Great’s horse, being he was a man from Earth,” she said carefully while
petting Areion’s shoulder.
He looked down at her. “Alexander the Great has always intrigued me. I admired
the way he valiantly led his armies. The stories of him and his horse—” Levi stopped
himself, unsure why he was opening up in such a way.
“The stories of Alexander the Great and Bucephalus reminded you of taming your
horse,” she finished his sentence. “Levi?” she questioned with sadness in her eyes.
“Yes?” He sighed. “Forgive me for not properly greeting you.” He reached for her
hand. “Although I have no memories of us, I feel as though I must properly make
your acquaintance, Miss Bryant,” he stopped himself, “forgive me, Mrs. Ox—”
“Call me Reece,” she smiled. “I have learned about your memory loss, and I
understand how strange this is for you.”
You, madam, have no idea, he thought.
He couldn’t seem to pull his eyes from her smile, which seemed to ignite every
flawless feature in her face.
“If you’re comfortable with it, I can tell you anything you want to know about us.”
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Her eyes were having an unsettling effect on him, and he felt like he was betraying
Isabelle. No woman ever had this kind of effect on him, and the feeling was foreign
and confusing, given his present condition.
“Very well, then. May I ask you a question?”
“Anything.”
Her eyes glistened, and he struggled to keep his thoughts straight, “The horse
standing at your side is a Guardian horse. How is it you, not being a Guardian, are
able to master him?”
“When he was a colt, it surprised you when he approached me in the meadow all
on his own. You used to tease me by saying I charmed him the same way I charmed
you. You said you knew what it must’ve been like for him wanting to be near me
every time I was around.” Her soft laugh was cut short when Levi didn’t return her
humor.
“Charmed?” he managed.
“It was just a silly joke you used to tease me with,” she said with a somewhat shaky
voice.
Levi gripped Areion’s mane. He looked at the woman’s somber expression. “That
is odd. I cannot imagine I would ever speak in such a way. Now if you will excuse me,
I must be going. Thank you for taking the time to answer my question.”
Levi hoisted himself onto Areion’s back and felt the unprecedented power
emanating from the stallion. He glanced down to find Reece’s glassy eyes watching
him. She was obviously hurt by this unfortunate situation.
He cleared his throat. “Forgive my behavior, madam. I understand this situation
must be difficult for you, but I beg of you to understand that I am most overwhelmed
at the present time. I do not wish to cause you pain or grief.” He pulled back on the
reigns, wanting to leave as swiftly as possible as he saw a tear slip down her cheek. “I
must be going now.”
Reece forced a smile as she nodded in return. “Enjoy your ride,” she managed
before she turned and led her horse past him to the stables.
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Chapter 1

t had been two days since Harrison watched Levi come out of his coma with the
mindset he was still nineteen years old. After he escorted Levi to his former bed
chambers, he immediately sought out Reece’s whereabouts. He informed her that
given Levi’s current state, he and the rest of the family would be of their best support
to give him space while they hoped for Levi’s memories to return. It was obvious
Reece was devastated by the news, but she was willing to do whatever she needed to
in order for Levi to be comfortable around her again.
Harrison relayed to her that even though it would be difficult, it would be in her best
interest if she did not show any signs of longing to be with Levi, but let him approach
her instead. Levi was an entirely different man at the age he now believed himself to
be, and if Reece wasn’t careful, she would push him away. Harrison was relieved when
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he saw the confidence return to Reece’s eyes, and she told him she would gladly go
along with Harrison’s plan to draw Levi back to her. She would do her best to push
her grief aside and remain confident and happy in his presence. Now that his
memories were gone, it was everyone’s only hope Levi would fall in love with her
again, as he had on Earth.
Aside from dealing with Levi’s memory loss, Harrison had to stay focused on the fact
that Mordegrin was on Earth, and the Guardians needed to find and capture him
quickly. Because this very dangerous threat was looming, Harrison had been in
constant meetings in the command center. The Guardians were scouring the Earth
day and night, looking for any signs of the dark being. Their efforts were returning
void, and Harrison was growing increasingly frustrated.
“This despicable creature is out there somewhere!” he growled. He rubbed his
forehead in agitation as he stood from the large meeting table. “Gentlemen, he has the
ability to shape-shift into any form he desires. It has never been necessary for us to
read into the minds of every human we encounter, but now we have no other
recourse. Return to Earth as instructed, and this time you will use your mind reading
abilities to track this evil being. We will not stop searching until Mordegrin is found.”
“I want to see us actively searching the other dimensions as well,” Navarre said as he
entered the large conference room with King Hamilton at his side. “The leaders of
these dimensions continue to remain unaware the portal was opened, so you must
enter these dimensions with stealth. Do not raise any issue regarding why you are in
their dimensions.”
The Guardians in the room nodded in unison.
“Have you decided whether or not to tell the Council of Worlds about this threat,
Emperor Navarre?” Harrison asked.
“They shall not be notified at this time. For now, they are grateful I have been
recovered, and they have sought no further explanation about what happened to me.”
Harrison nodded. “For once, it is in our favor those cowards avoid questioning our
guarding The Key and the consequences we have suffered because of it.”
King Hamilton grinned. “It also saves us from dealing with the fact that not only did
we break the treaty by using the stone to open a portal, but in doing so, the gravest
threat to all living beings escaped into this galaxy. If they were to catch word of this, I
am certain the Guardians would not be held in their highest favor.”
“This is why we will find Mordegrin and imprison him so Reece can use the powers
of the stone to destroy him,” Navarre interjected. “Gentlemen, as frustrating as this
mission is, stay focused on our impending victory once he is found. I have no doubt
in my mind you will find him.”
“If there is no other word, you are all dismissed to return to your missions,” Harrison
said as he adjourned the meeting.
Navarre walked over to Harrison. “Nephew, I know it is especially frustrating for you
because you do not have the counsel of Levi due to his loss of memory.” He gripped
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Harrison’s shoulder. “You are a fine leader. Levi was wise in his decision to elect you
as the commander of the Guardians. I need you to remain focused on this and have
confidence in our men.”
“Thank you, Your Majesty. I should also like to report devices have been set up
around the location of the stone, and they will alert us if Mordegrin has somehow
learned of its whereabouts.”
“Thank you for sacrificing your evening for that,” Navarre answered. “Now, I must
request you join us for lunch. You have not stopped since we returned from Shallek’s
dimension.”
“This sounds like an excellent idea,” Harrison answered. “I will see you then.”
“I believe I will check in with Levi and see how he is managing,” Navarre said in a
somber voice. “Harrison, it might help if you did spend time with him. Perhaps you
will be able to trigger some of the memories he has lost,” Navarre said as he left the
command center.
Harrison looked over at King Hamilton and sighed. Before he could say anything,
King Hamilton spoke out, “This certainly would be an excellent time to have Levi’s
memories back and in our company,” he said as he and Harrison walked toward the
exit of the command center. “I know you have spent time with him; has he
remembered anything about Reece?”
Harrison rolled his eyes. “No. And so long as he believes himself to be nineteen years
of age, he never will,” he said as they walked into the corridors. “Which not only
means he won’t remember Reece, but even worse, now we must all deal with the
arrogant, proper, duty and honor, Levi—”
King Hamilton laughed, cutting him off. “You managed him perfectly well during that
time.”
“I was young and thoughtless during those times. When the man’s pretentious
nobility annoyed me, I simply left him to fulfill what he believed were his parents’
desires.” He exhaled. “Now Reece must experience this side of him. Believe me, Your
Majesty, she will despise him greatly if that be the case. Of all the times we should
have to endure this hardship, it is when we face our greatest threat.”
“If I hadn’t been witness to their devotion toward each other before Levi lost his
memories, I would agree with you. Allow Levi time. He will come around, if his
memories do not return first.”
“Until then, we must endure Levi building himself to perfection again, how exciting.”
He stopped, prompting King Hamilton to do the same. He turned to face him and
lowered his voice. “Mark my words, Your Majesty: this will not be easy for Reece.
And I will tell you, having Isabelle at the palace during the time where he believed she
was the one woman he should marry in order to do the right thing will not be helpful
either.”
King Hamilton nodded. “My daughter has been informed that she would be wise to
keep her distance from Levi until his memories return.”
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Like that’s going to happen. Harrison forced a smile onto his face. “Then we have
nothing to worry about, except for trying to find and destroy Mordegrin.”
King Hamilton clapped Harrison on the shoulder. “Exactly. We will find him and
destroy him. This is what we are bred to do, Commander,” he said with a proud grin.
“Now, let us enjoy our meal.”
“Very well, then,” Harrison answered as the men resumed their walk toward the
dining hall.
As much as Harrison desired to have his cousin at his side during this time, he knew it
would not happen unless his memories returned. It was bizarre, because even though
Levi was alive and healthy, his absence was palpable. They had been the best of
friends throughout every stage of life, including the stage Levi seemed to have been
catapulted back into, yet Harrison felt as though Levi was a stranger. It was difficult to
be in his presence while Levi was in this state, and Harrison could only imagine how
long Reece would be able to manage this side of him.
She would now be subjected to the company of a man who would have never
appealed to her. This Levi was a much different man than he was before he
unexpectedly ended his relationship with Isabelle. After doing so, he found liberation
in doing what he desired instead of worrying over the opinions of what the Pemdai
expected of him as their next emperor. Harrison would not accept the fact that Levi
could stay in this state indefinitely. He would find a way for Levi’s sake, and for the
sake of Reece and their unborn child.
That evening, Harrison retired from the command center early to spend the rest of his
evening with Angeline. He sat leisurely on the sofa of the sitting room with his arm
draped casually on the top of it. Angeline leaned into his side and laughed as she and
Elizabeth showed him Mozart’s many new talents. Isabelle and Tomas sat across from
them on the sofas situated around the fireplace, both clearly amused by the zorflaks
entertainment.
Levi stood across the room in conversation with King Hamilton, King Nathaniel, and
Emperor Navarre. It was the first time Levi had retired to the sitting room with
everyone since he woke without his memories. Harrison was surprised when Levi had
consented to join them as opposed to disappearing directly after dining.
Where is Reece?
As soon as the question entered his mind, Reece appeared in the doorway. She was a
portrait of absolute perfection. It was obvious Jasmeen was doing an excellent job of
transforming her into a breathtaking sight for any man to behold. Harrison inwardly
laughed when Reece displayed a brilliant smile as she entered the room.
Make him beg for it, sister.
Reece wore an exquisite red gown, and her long, golden hair had been arranged to fall
down over her bare shoulders and cascade down to the middle of her back. The
daring neckline and the way her dress highlighted Reece’s body made everyone take
notice.
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Feast your eyes on that, Levi, Harrison thought as he waited for Levi’s reaction once he
caught sight of her entering the sitting room.
Allestaine stood and crossed the room to greet Reece. As Reece struck up a lively
conversation with Lady Allestaine, Harrison glanced over at Levi, who was discreetly
watching the women interact from across the room.
To Harrison’s amazement, Levi’s eyes remained locked on Reece. Then, as if snapping
out of a daze, Levi’s expression darkened before he turned and brought his attention
back to the group of men he stood in conversation with.
Once Reece approached where Harrison sat, he promptly stood and embraced her.
“Good evening. You look quite ravishing tonight.” He stood back and winked. “I was
beginning to wonder if you would be joining us after not attending dinner.”
Reece chuckled as she reached down for Mozart, who was humming a high-pitched
violin tune in utter excitement because Reece was in the room. She picked up the
zorflak and placed a small kiss on his head.
“I was pretty tired after the horseback ride the ladies and I took today, so I had
Jasmeen send the soup to my rooms,” she said as she ran her fingers along Mozart’s
shimmering wings.
“Reece, you must allow Angie and me a moment to show you the new music Mozart
has learned while you all were away,” Elizabeth said as she smiled at Mozart. “We
have not had much of a chance to do so, being that the palace has been filled with so
many people.”
“It is very nice it is finally just us again. Yes, please, I would love to know what other
hidden talents little Mozart has,” Reece said with a laugh. “He actually learned
music?”
Angeline chuckled. “It amazed Elizabeth, and me as well. He is very intelligent, and he
revels in showing anyone who will give him the attention.”
Reece looked down at Mozart. “Little show off, are we?” she said as she brushed her
fingers over the tip of his nose. “Please, Mozart, show me your new musical talents.”
After Reece sat next to Elizabeth, everyone brought their attention to Mozart, who
proceeded to serenade the group. Reece’s face was radiant as she gleefully watched
her pet entertain everyone. Harrison wondered how long it would be until Levi made
his way over to where they sat. He peered back at his cousin and found him intently
watching Reece as she humorously interacted with Mozart.
Maybe we are finally going to get somewhere with him! Harrison thought.
Then, to Harrison’s dismay, Levi turned his attention to Isabelle, who was laughing
along with the group. Harrison swallowed hard and became greatly concerned when
Levi seemed to be more amused with Isabelle’s current disposition than Reece’s.
Why must he still believe himself to be attached to that bore of a woman? he thought in
annoyance.
It took Angeline gripping Harrison’s leg to bring his attention back to the group.
“Harry, did you see Mozart?” she said with uncontrollable laughter. Angeline looked
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at him, and her glistening bronze eyes forced all worry and concern from his mind.
“Did you see what he did, darling?” she asked again in a cheerful voice.
“How could I possibly pay attention to a zorflak when I have you at my side?” He
brought his arm around her neck, bringing her closer to him so he could place a kiss
on her forehead before bringing his lips to her ear. “I would much rather be spending
our evening alone.”
She softly chuckled and stared wistfully into his eyes. “You are not the only one who
wishes for that.”
“I am curious,” Levi said as he approached the group and took a seat across from
where Reece sat humming along with Mozart.
The group grew silent, yet Reece quietly laughed and patted Mozart on his head
before bringing her attention to Levi.
“Yes?” she said with a confident and radiant smile. “What are you curious about?”
Levi eyed Mozart, who silently stared at up at him. “How is it a zorflak is so taken
with you? Where did you come across this creature?” he asked while looking at Reece
quizzically.
This response should be interesting, Harrison thought.
Reece smiled. “He found you and me while we were on the vacation you arranged for
us after our wedding. You let me keep him because he was orphaned.”
Levi sat back, observing Reece. “Interesting,” he returned. “And the reason he is so
taken with you?”
“Levi,” Harrison spoke after Reece looked over at him, seemingly looking for help
with her answer. “It appears there are many things for you to learn about Reece. The
zorflak is not the only creature that has ever desired her company.” Levi’s expression
darkened, but Harrison went on. “I believe you learned this for yourself when you
encountered her riding a Guardian horse?”
Levi nodded. “Indeed, I did. I will admit, I was astounded to witness how that horse
has allowed her to master him.”
“It astounds all of us. However, you will see in time why Reece has her own unique
way of drawing particular creatures in.”
“Is this so, Harrison?” Levi looked at Reece with a hint of arrogance in his expression.
“I suppose that explains how she inexplicably saved thousands of our Guardians and
recovered the emperor on our last mission,” he said with a tone of mockery. “It
appears as though you are more talented than any individual we have ever
encountered, yet you are still a human.”
Before Harrison could interject to Levi’s brazen comment, which was completely
unlike him, Reece did. “Is this a problem for you?”
Levi’s eyes narrowed as he studied her. “A problem? No,” he answered curtly. “It is a
bit hard for me to accept; is all. I am certain I did not realize The Key would have the
ability to attract animals that are not easily attracted to anyone, nor would she be able
to embark on a Guardian mission.”
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“I’m having a hard time following you,” Reece returned in a somber tone.
Levi exhaled. “You are a human,” he answered as he gazed deep into her eyes. “Yet,
apparently I married you, made you the next Empress of Pemdas, brought you on a
warrior’s mission—”
Reece stood abruptly, forcing Levi into silence. She gazed down at him. “I understand
you have no memory of me, and therefore all of this is difficult to take in. But you did
marry me, and you never once second guessed my becoming the next empress, even
when I second guessed it myself.”
Levi stood. “Please forgive my rude comments. I am only trying to understand.”
“I understand this.” Reece looked around the area where the group remained silent.
“However, I can think of a thousand other places where this conversation could have
more appropriately taken place.”
You have got to be kidding me, Levi! Harrison thought, knowing Levi, at any age, would
never outwardly embarrass any woman in the company of others. The whole
exchange was proof Harrison needed to have a private conversation with his cousin
or Levi would, in fact, ruin Reece’s attraction toward him.
“I believe my frustration about the life I never imagined for myself,” he glanced at
Isabelle and over to Reece, “has served to help me forget my proper manners.”
“That would be an understatement!” Harrison answered quickly. “Reece is correct;
this is not the time or the place for personal questions. You are best to seek a private
conversation with her, as your confusion has twisted your words into nothing but
insults directed at a woman who is held in everyone’s highest esteem.”
Reece looked at Harrison and then back to Levi. “If and when you should decide to
talk to me about memories that concern me, find a servant. They’ll know where to
locate me,” she said before she spun on her heel and swiftly left the room.
Harrison sighed. “You certainly made an ass out of yourself tonight, cousin,” he said,
prompting Angeline to look at him with surprise.
Levi looked at Harrison and addressed the group, “Forgive me for allowing an
awkward conversation to take place. Please, enjoy the rest of your evening.” After a
nod, Levi turned and left the room.
“Do you believe you should follow him?” Angeline whispered to Harrison.
“No.” He eyed everyone who sat in question. “I think he is better off thinking about
his behavior.” He forced a smile. “As for Reece, she knows exactly how to handle
herself, and Levi would do best not to ruin the best thing that has ever happened to
him. Now, let us change the subject and try to find something more entertaining than
Levi and Reece’s unfortunate situation.”
Tomas sighed and grinned. “Well, if there is anyone who can add some humor after
what just took place, it would be you.”
“True.” Harrison stood. “Allow me to pour us some wine, and I shall happily change
the subject.”
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Levi was making it very clear something bothered him about Reece, and for Reece’s
sake, Harrison hoped Galleta was wrong in the assumption Levi’s memories may
never return.
The next morning, Harrison was attending to his usual duties in the command center.
He sat at his desk, going through the reports of the Guardians stating they were
making no progress finding Mordegrin.
“I do hope I am not intruding,” Levi said as he walked into the room.
Harrison looked up. “Not at all. As a matter of fact, I am grateful you are here. I am
about to debrief with one of the Guardians who was on our mission when we
recovered your father.” He motioned to a chair in front of his desk. “Have a seat. I
believe you will find the information we are about to discuss quite interesting and
possibly helpful with your loss of memory about the mission.”
Levi sat in a chair across from him. “So you are our commander now? What was my
father thinking?” he said with a grin.
Harrison stood and poured them both some tea. “Actually, you were the one who put
the fate of our Guardians in my hands, my friend.” He turned and handed Levi his
tea.
Levi sipped it and sat back. He stared over to the corner of the room. “Harrison, I
understand it is impossible for you to comprehend how I have felt since I awoke into
this new life, but I ask you to imagine what it would be like if you were to wake up
one morning and find that not only had nine years of your life been stolen from you,
but also everything you were being told of the man you had become was the opposite
of what you imagined you would be.” He looked at Harrison, his eyes pleading with
him to understand his current torment. “I cannot imagine all that must have
transpired for my life to have gone in the direction it has. It is all very difficult for me
to grasp.”
“This is about you and Reece, is it not?”
Levi nodded. “Indeed, it is.” He softly sighed. “From what I have witnessed, she
seems to be an agreeable young woman. I just do not understand why I would—”
“Is it because she is from Earth that you are having difficulty accepting you married
her?” Harrison asked skeptically.
“My father informed me last evening why she was brought to Pemdas.” Levi leaned
back into his chair. “He also informed me of the events that transpired with Simone,
and Simone betrayed Pemdas over her hatred toward Reece due to my affections for
her. He told me of the war with Armedias, and this battle is where we believed he had
been killed.”
“Has he told you anything more?”
“No. I had already heard enough.” Levi took another sip of his tea and gazed sternly
at Harrison. “Why would I have fallen in love with her? It was my duty to guard her,
not marry her. Why would my parents allow such a thing? Can you not see it? It was
my love for her that started all of this. Simone’s jealousy forced my father to reveal to
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all dimensions who The Key was to save our men. I believe that must have been the
reason Reece was driven out of Pemdas and we why we went to battle with Armedias.
We never would have needed to go on our last mission had my father not been taken
in that battle. None of this would have happened if I had been responsible and not
allowed myself to be so drawn to her. Simone never would have had an issue with
Reece, and our lands never would have gone through any of this. Regardless of how
everyone feels about her, you must understand my attraction for Reece was a foolish
mistake. I not only married a human and made her the future Empress of Pemdas,
but I married The Key. What was I thinking?”
“Enough, Levi!” Harrison interrupted him in a stern voice. He exhaled to calm
himself. “You have no idea the things you have done and said to those who dared to
say a fraction of what you have just now in regard to your beloved Reece.”
“She is not my beloved, cousin!” He cleared his throat. “I do not know her. After
what I have learned thus far, perhaps the loss of my memories may have been for a
reason. I must find a way to end the commitment I so foolishly made with her.”
Harrison stood. “You have not only lost your memories, my friend. I fear you have
lost your mind, too.”
“No. Everything that everyone has been making me aware of about this woman tells
me I must have already lost my mind before I lost my memories,” he returned with
anger.
Levi turned to leave the room, and Harrison had no idea what the man would do
next. “Levi!” he called out, halting him. Levi turned back. “Before you do anything in
haste, are you aware Reece carries your child?”
Levi stared at him in utter shock. “What? How can this be?”
Harrison looked at Levi unsympathetically. “Simple. You see, after you got married,
you and Reece—”
“I am not an idiot,” Levi said, interrupting Harrison.
“Then do not ask ridiculous questions. Whether or not you remember, you were
married, and many couples envied the deep love you both shared. It came as no
surprise you both would return from your vacation with the newest member of the
royal family on the way.”
“I cannot—this is too much to process.” Levi’s face was pale, and Harrison
immediately walked over to him. “You should sit,” Harrison said flatly. Levi didn’t
fight him, and instead he sat in the chair Harrison offered him. Before another word
was spoken, a Guardian stood in the entryway to Harrison's office.
“Caleb. Come in and be seated. Levi and I were waiting for you.”
Caleb shook Harrison’s offered hand and approached where Levi sat trying to pull
himself together again. “Your Majesty, it is wonderful to see you recovering and
healthy. We were all very concerned for you.”
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Levi stood and shook Caleb’s hand. “Thank you. Forgive me, but I seem to have
suffered a certain amount of memory loss, and I am unable to recall anything from
our mission. I am also uncertain if we have already been introduced?”
“It is understandable, sir. And yes, we have met, but only on a brief occasion. I am
Caleb Evans, the youngest son of—”
“King Marteace Evans,” Levi answered him with astonishment. “I am deeply sorry
for you and your kingdom’s loss. Your father was a most—” Levi stopped himself.
“Forgive me, Mr. Evans, my memory loss has put me in more than one embarrassing
situation like this, as I can only remember events up to nine years ago. And nine years
ago, you must have been ten years of age or so, am I correct?”
Caleb nodded. “Eleven, sir. And please, there are no apologies needed.”
Levi sat down, and it was obvious he preferred to remain quiet at this time.
“Caleb, first of all, I must commend you for your bravery while removing Reece from
danger.”
“Thank you, Commander.”
“Now, I have taken many reports from what happened out in that courtyard at the
fortress. I am still uncertain about how, with all the chaos you and the rest of the men
were facing, you managed to effectively remove her. I understand each one of you
was given specific instructions by Levi to remove her once you felt she could no
longer be protected, but Garrett was specifically assigned to remove her himself. I
know Garrett did not survive, and I must know if you have any knowledge as to how
he was overtaken and how you were able to successfully take his place.”
“Once the barbarians charged into our location, as you already have been informed,
the battle scene immediately became dangerously hostile. Garrett was killed when one
of the beasts broke through the Guardian line that was fighting to protect where Lady
Reece was. Garrett proceeded to remove her from the location, but unfortunately, he
was killed before he could do so. She broke free, and instead of falling victim to the
beast, she retrieved Garrett’s sword and killed it herself. She fled into the castle before
I could manage to return to my horse and stop her. Once inside the castle, I was able
to take her onto my horse and flee the area. I remain astounded by Lady Reece’s
bravery and her ability to continue the fight, even when it was obvious we would not
be successful.”
“How were our men unable to defeat these barbarians you speak of?” Levi asked.
“They were created from a dark power. They were beasts that did not live, and
therefore they would not die,” Harrison said. “You, a troop of close to one hundred
men, and I were nearly slaughtered by them when we first journeyed into this land.
We would have surely died had a tribe of people not come to our rescue.”
Levi sat back but said nothing more.
“Commander, even though the lines were falling apart, the empress—forgive me—
Lady Reece fought me with all of her might to remain. I have not seen her since, but I
do hope she understands why I had to remove her.” Caleb said.
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Harrison chuckled. “She has not mentioned it to me; however, I believe she knew
why she was being removed.” He shot Levi a knowing look and brought his attention
back to Caleb. “What made you decide to bring Reece back to the fortress after you
had orders to get her out of harm’s way should our mission fail?”
“We met with Rei’s army after I took her from the fortress. Needless to say, I was
surprised he was willing to help after Levi threatened to kill him for attacking Lady
Reece, but he assured me he understood she was our only hope and she meant them
no harm.”
Harrison nodded. “Yes, we were informed of Rei’s alliance with us as soon as we
returned to Shallek’s village after the battle.” He glanced over at Levi, who was
intently listening in on the conversation. “I am sure it was difficult to trust him, and
we are grateful you did.”
“Were it not for Rei, Commander, Lady Reece never would have had the opportunity
to destroy Mordegrin’s females, and all the dark armies with them.”
“Rei personally informed me of his gratefulness to Reece, and he apologized for
trying to end her life due to his bigoted opinions.” Harrison nodded at Caleb. “It
appears all of those lands will forever be indebted to Reece for her profound bravery
and for saving not only all of us, but an entire Galaxy also.”
“Yes, Commander.”
Harrison sat back, exceedingly proud of this young man’s brave actions. “Caleb, I
know you are young, but the efforts you made to protect Reece have made me
remarkably proud to have you as one of my Guardians. Being a warrior myself, I
understand how difficult it had to have been to be the one warrior to leave the fight
and leave his brothers to die; however, you were bold, and I know it was your loyalty
to Levi that gave you the strength to remove his wife. Therefore, you will be given a
higher rank within the Guardians, and you will be honored in the ceremony Emperor
Navarre is to have for all the men who were successful in recovering him.”
“Commander, I am very grateful for this recognition, but please, there is no need to
honor me. I was simply doing my duty.”
Harrison laughed and looked over at Levi, who had been listening intently to the
young man. “You, Caleb, are a fine young man. You remind me a lot of a certain
friend of mine.”
Levi’s head snapped up, and he smiled at Harrison. Harrison smiled in return,
knowing Levi understood he was talking about him.
Harrison stood, and Levi and Caleb followed his lead. He extended his arm out. “I,
however, must demand you take the promotion, as you will begin serving on Earth in
more challenging missions, and I look forward to your reports.” He shook Caleb’s
hand. “Congratulations, Guardian. I will see you when you report to your assignment
tomorrow.”
Caleb nodded. “Very well, sir. I look forward to the new challenge.”
Harrison nodded as Caleb turned and left the room.
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“It would appear as though Reece has certainly proven her bravery by gaining the
trust of our Guardian warriors.”
Harrison crossed his arms. “Indeed, she has; however, by the expression upon your
face, it would seem she has yet to earn your approval, even after all you have heard
about her efforts on this mission.”
Levi’s brow furrowed. “Before I inquire as to how she, as a human, was able to
accomplish all of this, I must ask—” He looked at Harrison skeptically. “You
mentioned the word galaxy, did you not?”
“You heard it.”
“You mean to tell me intergalactic travel now exists?”
Harrison grinned. “All thanks to your wife!”
Levi’s lips twisted. “Please tell me how my wife was able to achieve the impossible?”
“Allow me to make this as simple as possible, if that is even possible,” Harrison said
as he rubbed the back of his neck. “After you asked Reece to become your wife,
something amazing occurred between both of you that Galleta has yet to figure out.
Some magic kiss, you ran your hands through her hair…whatever.” He waved his
hand dramatically. “Anyway, after this particular exchange, Reece’s mind projected the
map to the stone into yours, and you were able to see its exact location.”
“How can that be?” Levi asked.
“How can anything be with you two? We have no idea. A bond was formed, and now
you and she both carry the map within your minds.”
Levi’s expression grew blank, and he exhaled. “I am unable to see or feel that my
mind carries this information.”
“Given your memory loss, I am fairly confident you would not. Not to worry, the
three of us traveled to this location—” Harrison stopped himself, trying to find a way
to tell Levi this information without overwhelming him. “Reece, being The Key, has a
unique genetic quality within her that allows her to absorb the stone’s powers and use
them. Because of this, she was able to open a gateway, and we were able to enter the
galaxy and retrieve your father.”
“I allowed this?” Levi said in disbelief. “Do not tell me I willingly broke our treaties
with all the dimensions to prove my wife could save my father?”
“It is exactly what I am telling you.”
Levi rubbed his forehead. “This is all my doing? If the Council of Worlds finds out
this information—”
“Which they will not,” Harrison said as he casually leaned against his desk and crossed
his legs.
Levi glared at him. “You sound confident; however, if they were to find out, my
father cannot answer for this. I made a foolish decision, and somehow I must deal
with the Council.”
Harrison rolled his eyes. “Calm down, hero. I know this is overwhelming for you to
hear, though you are the one asking the questions. Not only did we open the portal
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with the stone’s power to save your father, but we saved an entire galaxy from
unspeakable oppression by the darkest beings we have ever encountered. Reece freed
them all. She was successful in eliminating all but one, and he seems to have escaped.”
Levi’s eyes grew severe. “And now? How do we fix this?”
“We have it under control. You need not concern yourself over it.”
“You are a fool to believe this is no concern of mine.”
“Levi, the plan is simple. We locate the being known as Mordegrin—whom our men
are relentlessly searching for as we speak—and imprison him. Reece will obtain the
stone’s powers once again and destroy him.”
“I will report to the command center tomorrow. I demand to be a part of the search.”
Harrison laughed. “Nice try, wise guy. With the memories you currently possess, you
have never even visited Earth. You must be trained first, and after that we can
determine if you can be of assistance in the search.”
Levi shook his head. “When can we start the training?”
Harrison pulled himself up from his desk and gripped Levi’s shoulder. “When the
emperor believes you are in the best state of mind to do so.” Harrison proceeded to
lead Levi out of his office with him. “Until then, I believe a group of lovely ladies
would appreciate our presence.”
Levi shrugged Harrison’s hand off him. “Enjoy your time with Angeline. I should like
some time away from the palace to think about the things we have discussed.”
“Horseback ride?”
Levi nodded.
“Some things never change,” Harrison answered with a shrug of his shoulders.
“I am happy to hear after nine years I still enjoy finding respite by horseback.”
More like escape! Harrison thought. “Levi,” Harrison said, stopping him. “I believe it
would be best if you do not run away from the person who is concerning you most.”
“You do not understand.”
“I’m not trying to, but I do know you fell in love with her, and you need to spend
time around her so you can appreciate why you did.”
Levi looked past him. “I am not ready for that. It is obvious there are more serious
issues to attend to than my love life.”
Without another word, Levi turned and briskly strode away from Harrison.
“If only Areion would kick him in the head to jar his memories back,” Harrison softly
said as he proceeded in the direction of Navarre’s office.
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